This paper proposes a theoretical framework for estimating a target-object shape, the location of which is not given. The framework uses mobile distance sensors and speed meters typically mounted on vehicles, the locations of which are also unknown. Each sensor continuously measures the distance from it to the target object. The proposed framework does not require any positioning function, anchor-location information, or additional mechanisms to obtain side information such as angle of arrival of signal. Under the assumption of a convex polygon target object, each edge length and vertex angle and their combinations are estimated and finally the shape of the target object is estimated. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first result in which a target-object shape was estimated using the data of mobile distance sensors without using their locations.
Ç

INTRODUCTION
V ARIOUS distance sensors are implemented in cars to prevent traffic accidents and improve driving comfort. Typically, a millimeter wave radar and infra-red laser sensor in a car are used as distance sensors covering long and short ranges, respectively. Because millimeter wave radars have ranges larger than 100 meters, they can gather environmental information. This information is used by the car and can be useful even for other cars or people. If such information is used by other people for other applications, it is called vehicular-based participatory sensing or crowd sensing. Examples of application proposals using vehicularbased participatory sensing are environmental monitoring and road travel time estimation [1] , [2] .
Ideally, vehicular-based participatory sensing should be implemented without using location information to protect location privacy. (Although location privacy has been widely investigated [3] , [4] , it is not within the scope of this paper.) This study attempted to implement an application that estimates object shape without using location information. That is, without vehicles' location or moving direction information, we estimate the shape of a target object at an unknown location.
Object shapes influence our daily life, so shapes need to be estimated in many situations. For example, because artificial structures including electric/telephone poles or slope faces slowly change their shapes and may finally break and cause accidents, there has been an experiment to estimate their shapes [5] . When roadside trees grow too large or roadside trash cans fall over, they may start causing trouble for passing traffic. Some of these situations in a monitored area can be detected through the shape estimation on the twodimensional plane. Ideally, shapes should be able to be estimated by using vehicular-based participatory sensing without using the vehicles' location information.
Such an estimation intuitively seems impossible due to there being too many unknown factors, and some theoretical results given in the next section suggest it is impossible. However, by using mobile sensors that continuously measure the distance between individual sensors and the target object, this paper proposes a theoretical framework for successfully estimating the target-object shape. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a target-object shape has been estimated using the data of mobile distance sensors without using their locations. This can be the first step to widely expanding the possibility of software sensors implemented by participatory sensing under complete location privacy. This paper also suggests that the secondary use of Internet-of-things [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] information can be wider than expected.
The contributions of this paper are as follows.
This paper proposes a theoretical framework for estimating the shape of a convex polygon target object at an unknown location. Its shape is estimated by using distance sensors the locations of which are not given. Each sensor moves on an unknown line at a known speed and continuously measures the distance from it to the target object. The estimation framework does not require any positioning function, anchor-location information, or additional mechanisms to obtain side information such as angle of arrival of signal.
The formulas for estimating edge lengths and vertex angles are deterministic, explicit and theoretically exact. They are also easy to calculate. There is no iteration or convergence. On the other hand, the number of edges or vertexes is statistically estimated. The estimation problem includes a unique aspect. The sensing information includes unknown factors. The proposed framework estimates each part of the targetobject shape and the combinations of each part. This is a new type of estimation framework.
RELATED WORK
The fundamental question related to the research topic of this paper is whether we can estimate the shape of a target object by using many simple sensors, such as distance or binary, without a positioning function or location information and how we estimate it if possible. Our prior studies suggested that we can estimate only a small number of parameters, such as the size and perimeter length of a target object, by using randomly deployed binary (or distance) sensors, and cannot estimate other parameters [10] , [11] , [12] . Thus, these studies introduced composite sensors that are composed of several simple sensors and are randomly deployed. By using them, additional parameters were able to be estimated [13] , [14] . The studies used the sensing results at a certain sensing epoch and estimated parameters using them. Even when the studies used the sensing results at multiple sensing epochs, they did not take into account sensing epoch information. Only one study [15] among these studies took into account sensing epochs and the temporary behavior of sensing results, but it was focused on estimating the size and perimeter length of the target object. Recently, we have developed a framework for estimating the shape of a target object moving on an unknown trajectory at an unknown speed by using distance sensors at unknown locations [16] . The estimation method structure in which parts of the target object and their connectivities are estimated is similar, but there are major differences between this paper and that paper. (i) The sensing area model in that paper is a special case of this paper. (ii) The estimation in that paper requires the estimation of the target object's moving speed.
As far as we know, no studies other than those mentioned above have directly tackled these questions. However, there has been a considerable amount of studies on developing an estimation method that uses location-unknown sensors. These studies took a different approach. Most first estimated the sensor locations [17] because it is believed that "the information gathered by such sensor nodes will generally be useless without determining the locations of these nodes" [18] or "the measurement data are meaningless without knowing the location from where the data are obtained" [19] . Once sensors' locations are estimated, shape estimation is no longer difficult. However, an approach of estimating the sensor locations often requires additional mechanisms or side information, such as locations of anchor sensors, angle-of-arrival measurements, training data and period, and distancerelated measurements [17] , [19] , [20] , [21] . Concrete examples are intersensor distance information [18] , location-known anchor sensors [22] , a set of signals between sensors [23], and the system dynamic model and location ambiguity of a small range [24] . The latest related study [25] has demonstrated that a speaker and a microphone on a smartphone can estimate the shape of a simple target object. It has not explicitly used a target-object position or the smartphone position, although the smartphone needs to move in a straight line, and some preliminary measurements are needed.
In addition, there has been research into capturing the shape of a target object by using cameras that cannot cover the whole shape of that object [26] .
MODEL
A fixed target object T is in a bounded convex set V & R 2 and is a convex polygon. Its boundary @T is closed and simple (no holes or double points) and consists of directional edges fL j g j where j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n e ( Fig. 1 ). (To uniquely define an angle defined below, L j is modeled as directional.) Here, n e is the number of edges. Let j be the length of L j , and let j be the angle formed by L j and the reference direction where 0 j < 2p. Note that the inner angle formed by L j and L jþ1 is g j ¼ p À jþ1 þ j . Here, fL j g j are counted counterclockwise along @T , and the head of L j is the tail of L jþ1 . We do not know any of the f j ; j ; g j g j . That is, we do not know the target-object shape or size.
A vehicle is running at a speed v on a randomly placed straight line the direction of which is f from the reference direction. Here, f is unknown. (The assumption that a vehicle is running on a straight line can be loosened if we continuously obtain f (Appendix C, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/2904494), while increasing the risk of violating the privacy of location. As shown in the numerical example in Section 6.8, the shape estimation accuracy under the straight-line-driving-route assumption becomes poor when the actual driving route is not straight. In other words, there is a tradeoff between the shape-estimation accuracy and increasing the risk of violating the privacy of location by giving the moving direction.)
The vehicle is equipped with a directional distance sensor and a speed meter measuring v. The vehicle's location (that is, the sensor's location) ðx s ðtÞ; y s ðtÞÞ is given by ðvt cos f þ x s ð0Þ; vt sin f þ y s ð0ÞÞ. For simplicity, assume that v is time-invariant. However, the extension to a time-variant v is straightforward. The distance sensor measures the distance from the sensor to the nearest point of T within the sensing area (In practice, ðx s ðtÞ; y s ðtÞÞ may not be able to be in T , but the vehicle is assumed to run on a straight line passing through T for simplicity.). Its sensing area is a sector shape of radius r max and direction range ½Àu max ; u max from its moving direction where 0 < u max p=2 (see the left bottom part in Fig. 1 ). That is, the sensing area is a set fðx; yÞjx ¼ x s ðtÞ þ u cos ðf þ uÞ; y ¼ y s ðtÞ þ u sin ðf þ uÞ; 0 8u r max ; Àu max 8u u max g. The sensor continuously measures the distance rðtÞ at t from the sensor to the target object and sends the sensing result with v to a server collecting sensing results from individual sensors. Thus, rðtÞ is given as follows:
rðtÞ ¼r ðtÞ; ifrðtÞ r max , ;;
ifrðtÞ > r max . :
Here,rðtÞ ¼ def min ðx s ðtÞþu cos ðfþuÞ;y s ðtÞþu sin ðfþuÞÞ2T;Àu max u u max u. In particular, rðtÞ ¼ 0 if ðx s ðtÞ; y s ðtÞÞ 2 T . Define the detecting direction u Ã and detected point as follows (Fig. 2) . The u Ã is u 2 ½Àu max ; u max minimizing fujðx s ðtÞ þ u cos ðf þ uÞ; y s ðtÞ þ u sin ðf þ uÞÞ 2 T g and the detected point is ðx s ðtÞ þ rðtÞ cos ðf þ u Ã Þ; y s ðtÞ þ rðtÞ sin ðf þ u Ã ÞÞ on @T for rðtÞ > 0. For simplicity, there are no other objects such as obstacles in V.
The sensor continuously sends a report of rðtÞ and v to an estimation server (If rðtÞ ¼ ;, NO DETECTION is reported.). That is, we can use rðtÞ and v of each vehicle. Neither the vehicle's location ðx s ðtÞ; y s ðtÞÞ nor moving direction f is sent to protect location privacy.
There are n s vehicles (that is, n s sensors) monitoring V. As mentioned earlier, each vehicle is running on a randomly placed straight line of which direction is f from the reference direction. According to the geometric probability theory [27] , a randomly placed straight line G can be defined by m and r. Here, r ! 0 is the distance to G from the origin and m is the angle that the direction perpendicular to G makes with the reference direction (See the left bottom part in Fig. 1.) . Both r and m are random variables, and m independently and uniformly distributes in ½0; 2pÞ. The r also independently and uniformly distributes between 0 and its maximum value. The maximum value is determined by the condition that G intersects V. Note that f is p=2 þ m or 3p=2 þ m (The f is p=2 þ m when G is upward and 3p=2 þ m when G is downward.). Assume that f is p=2 þ m with probability 0.5 and 3p=2 þ m with probability 0.5. On G, a vehicle starts at a boundary of V and runs through V. The f; v; rðtÞ of the ith vehicle or its sensor are described as f i ; v i ; r i ðtÞ. Table 1 lists the variables and parameters used in the remainder of this paper for the reader's convenience.
In the remainder of this paper, we use the following notations. For a set X & R 2 , @X denotes its boundary, jXj 1 denotes its perimeter length, and jXj 2 denotes its area size. ]ðSÞ is the number of elements in a discrete set S, 1ðzÞ ¼
and b z is an estimator of z. In addition, arcsinðtÞ, arccosðtÞ, and arctanðtÞ take values in ½Àp=2; p=2Þ, ½0; pÞ, and ðÀp=2; p=2Þ, respectively.
BASIC PROPERTIES
This section discusses basic properties of the rðtÞ of a sensor.
Assume that 0 < rðtÞ r max and the detected point is on L j . This means that the sensor is out of T and detects it (The sensor actually detects L j .). A sensor detecting L j with a fixed u Ã 2 ½Àu max ; u max needs to satisfy
Otherwise, the sensor is in T or a detected point is on another edge ( Fig. 2 ). Define z ¼ def þ p=2 À f, which is vertical to an edge of direction from outside T . Note that the detecting direction u Ã is z or AEu max for an edge of direction when the detected point is not at an end of the edge (Fig. 2) . When the vertical direction to the edge is within a sensing range, that is,
u Ã ¼ z. This means that when the vertical direction to the edge is within a sensing range, the distance to T is defined at the vertical distance to the edge. Because the distance sensor normally detects the minimum distance to an object, this is a normal case. When the vertical direction to the edge is not within a sensing range, that is,
. When the vertical direction to the edge is not within a sensing range, the detecting direction becomes AEu max , which is the closest direction to the vertical direction of the edge within the sensing direction range. Equivalently,
for z m f z p ; Àu max ; for z p < f < z p þ p=2.
< :
(4)
Here, z p ðz m Þ is þ p=2 þ ðÀÞu max and means the upper (lower) bound of f when u Ã ¼ z.
Consider a line on which an edge of direction exists. Without loss of generality, we can assume that this line passes through the origin. Then, this line can be expressed as
on the ðx; yÞ-coordinate.
Relationship between s d ; l d and Parameters of T 4.1.1 For u Ã ¼ z
When the detecting direction is u Ã ¼ z, the line the direction of which is the same as the detecting direction and that passes through the sensor's location is
The intersection ðx Ã ; y Ã Þ of this line and the line defined by Eq. (5) (the edge of direction is on) is the detected point and is given by the solution of Eqs. (5) and (6).
x Ã ðtÞ ¼ ðtv cos f þ x s ð0ÞÞ cos 2 þ ðtv sin f þ y s ð0ÞÞ sin cos ;
Thus, the relative location ð~xðtÞ;~yðtÞÞ of this intersection from the sensor's location is ðx Ã ðtÞ À tv cos f À x s ð0Þ; y Ã ðtÞÀ tv sin f À y s ð0ÞÞ. Note that rðtÞ ¼ j~xðtÞ= cos ð þ p=2Þj when the intersection is on the edge (that is, the intersection becomes a detected point). We find that rðtÞ is a linear function of t when the sign of~x ðtÞ cos ðþp=2Þ is fixed and the slope s d of rðtÞ (the amount of increase/decrease of rðtÞ per a unit of time) is
When the sensor observes the line on which the edge of direction exists from t s to t e with u Ã ¼ z, the length on this line between the detected point at t s and that at t e is jx Ã ðt e ÞÀ x Ã ðt s Þj=j cos j ¼ ðt e À t s Þjv cos ðf À Þj because of Eq. (7). When the detected points at t s and t e are two end points of an edge of length and direction , this length on this line is . Therefore,
where l d ¼ t e À t s is the length in time taken to detect this edge. Thus, due to Eq. (10) and the fact that À f ¼ z À p=2 must satisfy Eq. (2),
For u Ã ¼ AEu max
When the detecting direction is u Ã ¼ AEu max , the line the direction of which is the same as the detecting direction and that passes through the sensor's location is
(13) The intersection ðx Ã ; y Ã Þ of this line and the line defined by Eq. (5) is the detected point and is given by the solution of Eqs. (5) and (13) .
Because rðtÞ ¼ j~xðtÞ= cos ðf AE u max Þj ¼ jðx Ã ðtÞ À tv cos f À x s ð0ÞÞ= cos ðf AE u max Þj when the intersection is on the edge, rðtÞ is a linear function of t and its slope s d (the amount of increase/decrease of rðtÞ per a unit of time) is
That is, ðs d cos u max AE vÞ sin ð À fÞ ¼ s d sin u max cos ð À fÞ Às d sin u max cos ð À fÞ:
Similarly to the derivation of Eq. (11),
Due to Eq. (15), ¼ l d js d j sin u max =j sin ð À fÞj. Due to Eq. (17), sin ð À fÞ ¼
Shape of rðtÞ
While a sensor keeps detecting an edge L, rðtÞ becomes continuous and a line segment. At a vertex, a detecting direction changes and rðtÞ may become a curve. A curve appears between t 1 and t 2 when u Ã ¼ j À f þ p=2 2 ½Àu max ; u max just before a vertex ( Fig. 3a ). This is because the detected point is at the vertex while the sensor is moving between t 1 and t 2 and because the distance between the vertex and sensor is not a linear function of t between t 1 and t 2 . When u Ã ¼ AEu max just before a vertex, no curve appears because the detected point is moving as the sensor is moving (Fig. 3b ).
In the remainder of this paper, we focus on the sensing results rðtÞ > 0. When rðtÞ becomes a line segment during a period of detecting the whole L with rðtÞ > 0 and the period starts at t s and ends at t e , an event of rðtÞ corresponding to t s is (i) a change in slope at rðt s Þ > 0 (a curve may end at t s ) or (ii) rðt s Þ < r max and rðt s À dtÞ ¼ ; and an event corresponding to t e is (i) a change in slope at rðt e Þ > 0 (a curve may start at t e ) or (ii) rðt e À dtÞ < r max and rðt e Þ ¼ ;. Here, 0 < dt ( 1 and t À dt means "just before t." (Note that the period does not include rðtÞ ¼ 0.) Let p d ðLÞ be a period of rðtÞ starting and ending with the above-mentioned events of rðtÞ > 0 detecting L. That is, p d ðLÞ is a period of detecting a whole edge. Let l d ðLÞ be the length in time of p d ðLÞ. We also define s d ðLÞ: s d ðLÞ is the slope of rðtÞ detecting L. We can obtain s d even when we cannot observe the whole L. Observing a partial L through a single sensor can provide s d . Therefore, to obtain s d , the start epoch t s can be rðt s Þ ¼ 0; r max in addition to (i)-(ii) for rðt s Þ mentioned above and the end epoch t e can be rðt e Þ ¼ 0; r max in addition to (i)-(ii) for rðt e Þ mentioned above.
Remark 1. As proposed in a later section, to estimate an angle g j , we need s d ðL j Þ and s d ðL jþ1 Þ, i.e., s d for consecutive edges. This is because we derive the estimate of g j from the estimate of j À f and that of jþ1 À f. If a period, A, detecting L j ends at t e with rðt e À dtÞ > 0, there is a period, B, of rðtÞ ¼ 0 for 8t 2 ½t e ; t 0 s , and period, C, detecting L jþ1 starts at t 0 s with rðt 0 s þ dtÞ > 0, we cannot estimate an angle from s d for the combination of periods A and C. This is because we cannot judge that s d of period A and that of period B are s d s for consecutive edges.
Probability that Sensor Detects Whole L
According to Fig. 4 , if a directional line G on which the sensor moves is in the strip of width r max sin u Ã À j sin ð À fÞj and if f satisfies Eq. (1), the sensor can detect the whole L.
Here, u Ã is determined by Eq. (4). Because the strip width must be non-negative, Eq. (4) provides Eqs. (20) and (21) . For z 2 ½Àu max ; u max , r max j sin ðzÞj > j sin ð À fÞj; (20) and for z 2 ½u max ; u max þ p=2 [ ½Àu max À p=2; Àu max , r max j sin u max j > j sin ð À fÞj: Here, hðÞ ¼ def p=2 for r max j sin u max j ! and arcsin rmaxj sin umaxj 2 ½0; p=2 otherwise. To obtain the probability q d ðÞ that the sensor detects the whole L of length , we provide the following lemma.
The measure M 1 of the set of G that is in the strip of width r max sin u Ã À j sin ð À fÞj and has a direction satisfying Eq. (1) is as follows. Due to Eqs. (20) and (21),
Due to Appendix A, available online.
Note that the measure of the set of G on which sensors monitor V (Fig. 4) is given by Eq. (5.2) in [27] and is jVj 1 þ 2pr max sin u max . Because the probability q d ðÞ that the sensor detects the whole L of length is given by the ratio of M 1 to this measure in accordance with the definition of geometric probability [27] ,
(The denominator doubles because G is directional.). Therefore, the expected number E½n d ðÞ of sensors detecting the whole L of length with rðtÞ > 0 is given by
Because its detection follows a binomial distribution, its variance var½n d ðÞ is given by n s q d ðÞð1 À q d ðÞÞ.
Probability that Sensor Detects Vertex
We now focus on the number of sensors that cover a vertex of T . Such sensors may not cover a whole edge. Focus on a vertex formed by L j ; L jþ1 and assume that the vertex is on the left side of line G on which a sensor is moving. Because the vertex on the left side of line G is detected,
Here,
In addition, we need a condition under which the detected point on L j is not always at the vertex. Let u ðjÞ be the detecting direction for L j . This condition is equivalent to (i)
and the detected point is on L j and not equal to the vertex formed by L j ; L jþ1 . Otherwise, we do not obtain any information on s d ðL j Þ. This (i) means u max À p=2 j À f < u max , and (ii) means Àp=2 j À f < Àp=2 þ u max (equivalently, 3p=2 j À f < 3p=2 þ u max ) and 0 < h < h max (Fig. 5 ). Here, h is the distance between line G and line G 0 , which is parallel to G and passing through the vertex formed by L j ; L jþ1 , and h max ðf; j Þ ¼ def r max sin ð j À f þ p=2Þ. The condition that 0 < h < h max means that the sensor detects L j while rðtÞ > 0 is maintained. For simplicity, define h max ¼ 1 for u max À p=2 j À f < u max and 0 for u max j À f < 3p=2. According to Fig. 5 , the measure M 2 of the set of G on which a sensor detects a part around the vertex is
Here, 2 on the right-hand side of the equation above appears due to the symmetry of the assumption that "the vertex is on the left side of line G", and h k ¼ r max sin ð k þ p=2 À fÞ for f 2 ½ k þ p=2 À u max ; k þ p=2 þ u max and h k ¼ r max sin u max otherwise. h k is h, that is the distance between G and G 0 , when u ðkÞ is given. Remark 2. M 2 is a function of j and jþ1 . However, it is a function of g j because we can use any direction as a reference direction.
Similar to what was discussed in Section 4.3, the probability q d ðg j Þ that the sensor can detect the vertex formed by L j ; L jþ1 with rðtÞ > 0 is given as
Therefore, the expected number E½n d ðgÞ of sensors detecting a vertex of inner angle g with rðtÞ > 0 is given by
Because its detection follows a binomial distribution, its variance var½n d ðg j Þ is given by n s q d ðg j Þð1 À q d ðg j ÞÞ.
Remark 3. Due to Eq. (26), f must be in F 2 ¼ ½maxð jþ 1; j Þ À u max ; minð jþ1 ; j Þ þ p=2 to detect a vertex formed by L j ; L jþ1 . Thus, the length of the range of f satisfying F 2 is ½g j À p=2 þ u max þ . Therefore, we cannot detect a vertex of angle g < p=2 À u max .
Remark 4. We can generalize the assumption that the moving direction f and distance r e to line G from an end point of an edge of interest are uniformly distributed to the assumption that they follow a known probabilistic distribution function cðf; r e Þ. Under this generalized assumption, R f Á Á Á df in Eqs. (22) and (27) be replaced with R r e R f Á Á Á cðf; r e Þdfdr e and the denominator of Eqs. (24) and (28) needs to be R V\Stripð2rmax sin umax;fÞ6 ¼; cðf; r e Þdfdr e . They become a funnction of or j . Here, Stripðw; fÞ means a strip of width w and direction f. In particular, when V is a disk of radius R V and r e is uniformly distributed, the denominator stays as it is, that is, it does not change. For a general f numerical integration may be needed in Eqs. (22) , (24) , (27) , and (28).
Remark 5. Assume that a vehicle running on a directional segment G i;j on a directional line G i specified by ðf ðiÞ ; r i Þ turns a corner and is running on a directional segment G k;l on a directional line G k specified by ðf ðkÞ ; r k Þ (Fig. 6) . Here, we model such a driving route by a Markovian transition from state-ði; jÞ to state-ðk; lÞ and assume that there exists a stationary probability PrðG i;j Þ that a vehicle is on G i;j . Let b i;j be the length of G i;j , OðG i Þ (OðLÞ) be the perpendicular foot to G i from the origin (the tail of L), SðG i;j Þ be distance between OðG i Þ and the tail of G i;j , HðG i Þ be the distance between the tail of L and G i , AðG i Þ be the distance between OðLÞ and OðG i Þ, and ðx L0 ; y L0 Þ be the location of the tail of L. Note that r i þ HðG i Þ ¼ y L0 cos ðf ðiÞ Þ À x L0 sin ðf ðiÞ Þ and AðG i Þ ¼ x L0 cos ðf ðiÞ Þ þ y L0 sin ðf ðiÞ Þ.
Under the assumption that each segment is much longer than , the event that the whole L is detected during multiple segments is negligible. Because we have no information on the location and direction of L, assume that ðx L0 ; y L0 Þ is uniformly distributed in V and that is uniformly distributed in ½0; 2pÞ. Note that we know the geographical information on streets, that is, f ðiÞ ; r i ; SðG i;j Þ; OðG i Þ; b i;j . In addition, AðG i Þ and HðG i Þ are given as functions of x L0 ; y L0 . Then, the probability q d ð; f ðiÞ ; r i ; SðG i;j Þ; OðG i Þ; b i;j Þ that the whole L is detected during G i;j is given by the ratio of two measures. One is the measure M 1 ð; f ðiÞ ; r i ; SðG i;j Þ; OðG i Þ; b i;j Þ that the set of the locations ðx L0 ; y L0 Þ that the whole L is detected during G i;j , and the other is the set of locations ðx L0 ; y L0 Þ within V when jVj 2 ) jT j 2 .
Similarly to Section 4.3 and the assumption that b i;j ) , the former is given by 
Similarly, the probability q d ðg; f ðiÞ ; r i ; SðG i;j Þ; OðG i Þ; b i;j Þ that a vertex of angle g is detected during G i;j is given by the ratio of two measures. One is the measure M 2 ðg; f ðiÞ ; r i ; SðG i;j Þ; OðG i Þ; b i;j Þ that the set of the vertex locations ðx L0 ; y L0 Þ of angle g detected during G i;j , and the other is the set of locations ðx L0 ; y L0 Þ within V.
Assume that ðx L0 ; y L0 Þ are uniformly distributed in V and that m is uniformly distributed in ½0; 2pÞ where the vertex is formed by two edges L m and L mþ1 . Similarly to Section 4.4, M 2 ðg; f ðiÞ ; r i ; SðG i;j Þ; OðG i Þ; b i;j Þ is given as follows. According to the definition of starting and ending events on rðtÞ defined in Section 4.2, we obtain s d or l d for each sensor detecting T . By using them, we estimate the shape of T . An edge length is estimated through Eqs. (12) and (19) and angle through Eqs. (10) and (17) . For an edge length estimation, applying Eqs. (12) and (19) to l d (and s d ) can directly yield three estimates of .
On the other hand, Eqs. (10) and (17) directly estimate À f but not g. On the basis of the estimates of À f, we derive the estimate of g. Assume that a sensor detects L j and L jþ1 and that the slopes of rðtÞ for them are s . Because g j ¼ p À jþ1 þ j , we obtain the estimates of g j .
Here, d k À f is given by Eq. (10) or (17) and s ðkÞ d . If we exactly obtain s d and l d (and its associated period determined by t s and t e ), the estimates mentioned above are exact. However, we cannot uniquely obtain an estimate of or g. This is because u Ã is unknown and because Eqs. (10), (17) , and (37) or Eqs. (12) and (19) Þg into n sub sub-intervals. Determine n sub such that the peak of the number of occurrences of candidate estimates is clear ( Fig. 7) . Typically, k sub (the ratio of the total number of candidate estimates to the number of sub-intervals) is five or ten. Then, count the number cð b Þ (cðb gÞ) of occurrences of candidate estimates in a sub-interval where the average of candidate estimates in this sub-interval is b ðb gÞ. If this count in a certain sub-interval is much larger than k sub , adopt b ðb gÞ as an estimate. In the remainder of this section, we focus on the adopted estimate. Remark 6. If some errors, typically sensing errors, are likely contained, the number of sub-intervals should decrease (equivalently, the sub-interval length should be longer) to merge similar candidates. This is because there are many candidate estimates around the exact length or angle under some errors. To use the method to estimate the number of edges and vertexes described in the next subsection, these candidates should be merged.
Estimating Number of Edges and Vertexes
We need to estimate , g, the number of the edges of length , and the number of the vertexes of angle g. The previous subsection covers the estimation method for and g. This subsection covers the latter two estimations on the basis of Eqs. (25) and (29).
A method of estimating the number of edges of a given length (or vertexes of a given angle) is based on the following idea. The number of samples corresponding to edges of length ? is approximately (the number of edges of length ? Þ Â E½n d ð ? Þ. Therefore, if we can derive the number of samples corresponding to edges of length ? , we can estimate the number of edges of length ? because we can calculate E½n d ð ? Þ. The following paragraph describes this method of estimating the number of edges of a given length (or vertexes of a given angle).
Let n be the number of whole edge detection samples and n g be the number of vertex detection samples. The n is equal to the number of samples of l d > 0, and n g is the number of s d pairs of consecutive vertexes. Note that cðb xÞ= P b y2SðxÞ cðb yÞ for x ¼ ; g is the ratio of the number of occurrences of estimates b
x among the total number of occurrences of estimates. Here, SðÞ (SðgÞ) means the set of estimates of edge length (angle). Thus, the mean number of whole edge detection samples for edge length b (or vertex detection samples for angle b g) is n x cðb xÞ= P b y2SðxÞ cðb yÞ. Then, the estimated number c N of edges of length and the esti- 
Estimating Shape of T
Even when we estimate the length of each edge and the angle of each vertex, we cannot identify the shape of T . We need to know the sequence of edges or vertexes. To identify the sequence, use the following method. Assume that there exist sensing results l d ðL j Þ; s . This means that one vertex of an edge of length b j has an angle b g j . Note that we cannot identify j. Thus, this means that we know there is an edge of length b connected at a vertex of angle b g. Let ½k and g½k be such a pair of an edge length estimate and angle estimate the edge connects. Here, ½k denotes that they were derived by the kth sensor.
By using many sensing results, we obtain f½k; g½kg k . Let Kða; bÞ be the set of sensors (sensor identifiers) fkj½k ¼ a 2 SðÞ; g½k ¼ b 2 SðgÞg. If an angle estimate and an edge length estimate are independent, the expected number E ind ½]Kða; bÞ of the elements in Kða; bÞ is
This is because E½N d ðÞ ¼ def c N E½n d ðÞ is the expected number of whole edge detections for any edge of length and E½N d ðgÞ ¼ def c N g E½n d ðgÞ is the expected number of vertex detections for any vertex of angle g. If, however, the observed number of elements in this set is much larger (less) than this theoretical value, an edge of length a connecting at a vertex of angle b is likely (unlikely) to exist.
By finding the set of pairs of an edge length and vertex angle connected by the edge, we can make a table such as Table 3 . Such a table enables us to guess that an edge of a certain length connects two vertexes of certain angles or that a vertex of a certain angle is formed by two edges of certain lengths. Then, by sequentially connecting them, we can identify the shape of T . For example, if such a table suggests that there are a vertex (A) formed by edges (a) and (b), a vertex (B) formed by edges (b) and (c), and a vertex (C) formed by edges (c) and (a), we can estimate that T is a triangle of vertexes (A), (B), and (C) and that the edge between (A) and (B) ((B) and (C); (C) and (A)) is (b) ((c) and (a)).
Remark 7. More precisely, we may not able to identify the shape of T or sequentially connect edges or vertexes even when two vertex angles of each edge are given or two edge lengths forming each vertex are given. For example, when all the vertex angles are the same, the shape of T is difficult to identify. For two long edges connecting vertexes of p=2 and two short edges connecting vertexes of p=2, T may be a rectangle. However, the two short edges may be consecutive, and the two long edges may also be consecutive. If so, the shape of T becomes unnatural because we cannot obtain a close boundary of T . However, we cannot conclude that a non-close boundary is unnatural because even the rectangular T may not have a close boundary due to estimation errors.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Default Conditions
Unless explicitly mentioned otherwise, the numerical examples in this paper use the following conditions. V is a disk with radius 100, T is placed near the center of V to remove the boundary effect, r max ¼ 100, u max ¼ p=2, v ¼ 0:1, and n s ¼ 1000. (Typically, in the building example shown later, the unit of length is one meter and the unit of time is 10 milliseconds. In the car example, the unit of length can be 0.1 meters and the unit of time can be one millisecond. When V is too large, most of the sensors do not detect T .)
To understand the proposed estimation framework, we provide a simple figure as T as a default (realistic T s are used later.). The simple T is a right triangle with edge lengths of 50, 25, and 25 ffiffi ffi 3 p .
Simulation Method
We generate a randomly placed line on which a vehicle is running. When the sensing area of the vehicle does not intersect V, the random line and vehicle are removed without using them. Even when the sensing area intersects V, it may not detect T . In the simulation, we move the vehicle at each time unit, that is, a discrete time not a continuous time. As a result, observed parameters such as l d cannot take a continuous value and cause observation errors. This may result in estimation errors. At each discrete time t, rðtÞ with v is sent to a server collecting data in the simulation. When the vehicle reaches outside V, we stop sensing. We repeat this (generating the line, sensing, and sending rðtÞ until it reaches outside) n s times. By using r i ðtÞ; v i , we obtain l d and s d according to the definition of the starting and ending events on rðtÞ defined in Section 4.2 for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n s . After that, the proposed estimation framework is applied.
We do not need multiple simulation runs because the estimates are deterministic and exact except for the estimate of the number of edges or vertexes.
Estimation under Default Conditions
The simple T is estimated under default conditions. In our simulation run, we obtained n ¼ 411, n g ¼ 138,
That is, the number of whole edge detection samples was larger than that of vertex detection samples, but the total number of occurrences of edge length estimates was similar to that of vertex estimates. This seems to be because the number of angle estimates is larger than that of edge length estimates for a single sample pair of ðl d ; s d Þ (Note that a single whole edge detection sample (vertex detection sample) may yield multiple l d s or s d s.). Fig. 7 plots the number of candidate estimates in each subinterval for an edge length or angle under the default conditions. As clearly shown in Fig. 7 , there appear three peaks at the exact edge lengths (angles). That is, the proposed framework can almost exactly estimate the edge lengths and angles. Table 2 summarizes the estimated lengths, angles, and their estimated numbers. "Estimation error" is defined by 100ðb g=g À 1Þ or 100ð b = À 1Þ where we consider that b g ( b ) is the estimate of g (), which is the closest to b g ( b ). As shown in Table 2 , the angle estimates were more accurate than the length estimates. This seems to be because the discrete time sampling affects edge lengths more than angles.
The c N and c N g were less accurate than b and b g. In particular, c N g for vertexes (B) and (C) in Table 2 was overestimated by more than 20 percent. This is because the estimation for the lengths and angles in the proposed framework does not include errors if we can correctly sample data and determine the whole edge detection and vertex detection. However, c N and c N g use the comparison between the expected number of the whole edge detection (vertex detection) and its sample number, and the sample number is a random variable and can include errors. Thus, c N and c N g can become inaccurate and their accuracy seems to depend on the number of samples or number of sensors. Table 3 summarizes ]Kða; bÞ normalized by E ind ½]Kða; bÞ. For example, Table 3 strongly suggests that edge (a) connects vertexes (A) and (B), edge (b) connects vertexes (A) and (C), and edge (c) connects vertexes (B) and (C). Hence, we can identify the shape of triangular T .
Impact of Number of Sensors
We now discuss the impact of the number n s of sensors. Fig. 8 plots the number of estimates in each sub-interval for an edge length or angle when 200 or 500 sensors are used. The accuracy was slightly worse than that for n s ¼ 1000, but the estimates with 200 or 500 sensors were acceptable. However, c N g became inaccurate for n s ¼ 200 ( Table 4 ). The c N g became nearly three for vertex (C), although it should be one. This is because the number of samples affects c N g and c N but barely affects b g and b ( c N was much more accurate than c N g because n ) n g .).
Remark 8. Although we may need to collect the sensing data from hundreds of vehicles for the shape estimation, they do not need to be running simultaneously.
Collecting the sensing data can take many hours or even days. The lower the density of vehicles equipped with a distance sensor, the longer the data collection takes.
Impact of r max
As r max becomes shorter, shape estimation becomes difficult. A problem appeared in the number of edge-vertex pairs because the number of observed edge-vertex pairs became small ( Table 5 ). In particular, the number of observed edgevertex pairs of the longest edge (c) is extremely small. This is because it becomes difficult to observe the whole edge of the longest edge by using a short r max . Thus, we can no longer estimate the shape of T . Therefore, r max should be much longer than any of the edge lengths of T .
Impact of Sensing Errors
The proposed framework does not take into account sensing errors, but sensing errors can exist in practice. Assume two types of sensing errors: one for s d and one for l d . Assume that sensing errors s for s d are normally distributed with mean 0 and standard deviation s. Due to the sensing error, s d becomes tan ðarctanðs d Þ þ s Þ. The other type of sensing error divides p d into pieces. This type of error typically occurs when sensing reports are lost or slope changes are misjudged. Assume that errors of this type independently occur with probability l at each sensing report during p d . As a result, l d is divided into short l d s.
Estimates under sensing errors are plotted in Fig. 9 . Sensing errors for l d (s d ) in Fig. 9a are more serious than those in Figs. 9b and 9c. For all cases except for the edge length estimates in (c), it is difficult to find three estimates. We cannot find clear sharp peaks of the number of candidate estimates, but there are many peaks. Even (c) and (a) contain a peak in angle estimates of nearly p. This peak is caused by divided l d , and each divided l d has a similar s d . The proposed estimation framework naturally determined there to be a vertex of an angle of nearly p for consecutive edges providing similar s d . Thus, this peak did not appear in (b) because of small l . As a whole, (c) looks better than (b). That is, accurate s d is needed to obtain good estimates for this example.
Impact of Temporary Obstacles
In reality, pedestrians or other vehicles can be temporary obstacles, which block the target object detection if they are between sensors and the target object. Here, their impact is investigated. Assume that a temporary obstacle appears within a sensing range of each sensor with probability p temp at each sensing epoch and that the minimum distance r temp between the obstacle and the sensor is uniformly distributed between 0 and r max . Note that if r temp is less than rðtÞ, the sensing result is overwritten with r temp . This event is called an obstacle detection. When p temp ¼ 10 À3 , angle estimates approximately 0 and p appear. This is because a line segment p d ðLÞ of rðtÞ is broken due to an obstacle detection and results in two line segments p d;L1 ; p d;L2 connected by the obstacle detection. Our proposed framework considers that p d;L1 and p d;L2 correspond to two consecutive edges of the target object and estimates the angle formed by these two edges. The estimated angle is 0 or p because p d;L1 and p d;L2 actually correspond to a single edge. The edge length estimates and angle estimates other than 0 or p with p temp ¼ 10 À3 (or less) were acceptable (Fig. 10a ). On the other hand, with p temp ¼ 0:01, the estimated angles and edge lengths were meaningless (Fig. 10b ). However, p temp ¼ 0:01 is practically unlikely because p temp ¼ 0:01 means a temporary obstacle every 1 or 0.1 seconds because the unit of time is 10 or 1 millisecond, respectively, for realistic target objects. Hence, the proposed framework does not seem sensitive to temporary obstacles.
Non-Straight Line Driving Route
In this paper, a straight line driving route is assumed. Unfortunately, however, real driving routes are not straight.
A driving route has a p=2 right or left turn once in V. The turn is randomly placed and goes right or left with probability 0.5. Such information is not available for estimation. Fig. 9 . Impact of sensing errors: (a) l ¼ 10 À4 ; s ¼ 10 À3 , (b) l ¼ 10 À5 ; s ¼ 10 À3 , and (c) l ¼ 10 À4 ; s ¼ 10 À4 . Fig. 10 . Impact of temporary obstacles: (a) p temp ¼ 10 À3 and (b) p temp ¼ 0:01.
The results are shown in Fig. 11 . We can find two peaks of angle estimates, but it becomes difficult to find an angle of nearly p=6.
The c N is 1.468, 1.223, and 1.044 for the short, middlelength, and long edges, and is barely acceptable. On the other hand, c N g is overestimated, particularly for b g % p=2. This is because the p=2 turn made the proposed framework incorrectly estimate there to be many vertexes of angle p=2.
Realistic Target Object
We now estimate the shape of the building or cars shown in Fig. 12 . Table 6 shows that angle and edge length estimates were acceptable for the building in Fig. 12 and that c N was almost exact and c N g was barely acceptable. In addition, Table 7 suggests that edge (a) does not connect vertex (B) and that edge (d) does not connect vertex (A). Because c N % 2 edge (a) and c N % 1 for other edges and c N g % 3 for vertex (A) and c N g % 2 for vertex (B), the shape of T was obtained (Fig. 13a ).
Estimating Building
Estimating Polygon Car
We estimated car (b) in Fig. 12 . The sum of the estimated number of edges was 7 for n s ¼ 1000 and c N % 1 for b % 30. Therefore, we failed to identify the shape of T . This result seems to be because car (b) has more angles and edges (8 angles and edges) than other target objects discussed in this paper.
Thus, we estimated car (b) with n s ¼ 10; 000. The results are shown in Table 8 . The estimation accuracy of b was fair, and that of b g was good. In particular, the small difference in g was accurately estimated. The c N % 2 for b % 30 (edges (d) and (f)) and c N % 1 for b % 3 (edge (c)) were desirable results. Although ¼ 4 and ¼ 5 were not clearly distinguished, c N % 5 for b % 4 or 5 was an acceptable result. Because all the b g were almost the same, we cannot identify the shape of T (Remark 7). Although we cannot formally identify the shape, we can illustrate a car under some assumptions: it has an almost symmetrical shape and a head slightly wider than its tail. Two short edges connect vertexes (A), and the four consecutive edges of these edges are edges (a) or (b). One estimated shape is plotted in Fig. 13b . Its shape is not uniquely identified even under this assumption, but the estimated shape becomes almost the same as the actual shape.
Estimating Non-Polygon Car
We now show the estimated results for car (c) in Fig. 12 with n s ¼ 1000. Note that this target object is not a polygon. Fig. 14 plots the estimated angle and edge length. Table 9 suggests that this target object is a quadrangle: two long edges (a), a single short edge (b), and single short edge (c); two vertexes (A) and two vertexes (B). All the vertex angles are nearly p=2. These results are derived because the round corners of this target result in curves of rðtÞ. Because a curve in rðtÞ can appear at a vertex of a polygon T (Fig. 3a) , the curve is not distinguishable from the curves at the round corners. Thus, the estimation framework connected edges directly without round corners. Because the estimated angles of vertexes (A) and vertexes (B) are similar, an edgevertex combination did not clearly estimate which edge connects vertexes (A) and which edge connects vertexes (B) (Remark 7). In Fig. 13b , the estimated shape of this target object is plotted under the assumption that edge (b) connects two vertexes (B). The estimated shape was almost identical to the shape with four corners of the original T removed.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a theoretical framework for estimating target object shape by using distance sensors and speed meters mounted on vehicles. The location and moving direction of these vehicles are unknown. Thus, the location privacy of vehicles is maintained. Several examples show that the proposed estimation framework is feasible. However, with the proposed framework some fairly strict conditions are assumed met: the target object is a convex polygon, vehicles move on straight lines, and no sensing errors exist. Numerical examples demonstrated the cases in which these conditions are not satisfied, for example, vehicles move on a non-straight line or some sensing errors are imposed. For a non-polygon target object, the estimated shape becomes similar to the original target object shape without the non-polygon parts.
The numerical results suggest that the proposed framework may work even when these conditions are not satisfied but some more effort is needed to make the estimation framework more robust under various conditions such as more serious erroneous sensing results and more frequent turns in a driving route. In addition, the proposed framework requires many sensors for a complicated T . This is because we need to estimate the number of edges of a certain length or vertexes of a certain angle and because this number is large for a complicated T . Therefore, although the proposed framework does not use all the sensing data, a more efficient way of using sensing data should be developed. A significant problem that remains is the estimation for a non-convex target object. Even if each object is convex, the target object consisting of multiple objects is non-convex. For a non-convex target object, rðtÞ becomes non-continuous and the analysis for E½n d ð b
Þ and E½n d ðb gÞ becomes complicated. However, it seems possible to extend the proposed framework to cover a non-convex target object. If so, we can also estimate the total landscape including the target object and obstacles. This is because a set of non-convex polygons is a non-convex polygon. Unfortunately, however, we cannot identify which is the original target object even when the total landscape is estimated.
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